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B. C. Students
Speak at Peace
Conference

Speaks For Japan

PEACE CONFERENCE
(Continued on Page 6)

Pre-Lenten Dance By
West Roxbury Club

The Boston College Club of
West Roxbury held its annual
pre-Lenten dancing party, Tuesday night, at the Captain's
Cabin of the Myles Standish
Hotel.
Frederick A. Meagher of Jamaica Plain was general chairman of the committee in charge,
assisted by Robert Gavin, William Cunningham, Joseph C.
White, James Heggie, William
A. Reilly, Frank Stapleton, Eugene Bonner, and Daniel Donovan.
The officers of the club, composed of students in West Roxbury, Jamaica Plain, Roslindale
and Forest Hills, are Robert F.
Riley, president; Arthur P. Murray, vice-president; John E.
Roche, Jr., secretary; and Leonard W. Dolan, treasurer.

Hockey Team
Plays Final
Game Tonight
Meets Northeastern
In Last Defense
Of Second Place

Yokoyama Gives
Japanese Side
Of Far-East War
Sever al memoers of the JuniorSenior Sodality represented Boston
College at the conference of the
New England Student Peace Federation held at Providence College,
Rhode Island, last Saturday. The
conference is an annual affair of
the International Peace. Representatives of approximately 25
New England colleges attended.
Among the B. C. contingent were
Kokichi Yokoyama '38, who discussed the Sino-Japanese war, and
John F. Gaquin '39, who read a
paper on the Spanish situation.
Mr. Yokoyama also debated the
Sino-Japanese question with Dr.
Steven Pan, Chinese member of
the Providence College faculty,
and a Chinese girl student from
Boston University.
Other Boston College representatives were Ralph J. Luise '38,
Paul L. Schultz '38, Francis E. T.
Sullivan '38, and Thomas A. McDonald Jr. '39. All these men
participated in the open forum
discussion on the subject of international peace. Father Richard L.
Rooney S.J., Student Counselor,
was unable to attend because of
illness, and Rev. Francis J, Coyne
S. J. represented the faculty.
The principle speakers to address
the conference were Rev. Dr
Robert G. Slavin O. P., professor
of philosophy at Catholic University, and Dr. Charles G. Fenwick,
professor of political science at
Bryn Mawr College. The Boston
College representatives found both
speakers most interesting in their
respective discussions on the establishment and perpetuation of world
peace.
After the formal discussion was
closed Dr. Stephen Pan of Providence College asked Yokayama
if it was not true that the Chinese
poeple have an ingrained hatred
of the Japanese. In answer to this
Yokoyama pointed out that a million Chinese have immigrated tc
Japanese improved Manchukuo.
Dr. Pan also asked why Japan
did not directly attack Russia
which is the seat of Communism
since Japan is seeking to stamp out
Communism in China. Replying to
this, Yokoyama said, "This is a
foolish question, since Russia did
not attack Japan directly, whereas the Communists in China are
directly detrimental to Japan, for
the Communistic element of China
is actively engaged in driving Japanese business out of, and hurting
Japanese interests in China."
In justifying Japanese aggres-
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By George Kelly, '41
Coach "Snooks" Kelly will
his Boston College hockey

Kokichi Yokoyama, '38

Academies Give
Several Plays
German, Italian And
Spanish Clubs Take
Part in Celebration
By John F. Ryan, '40

The United Modern Language
Academies
on Friday jointly
presented classic dramas in the
various languages at the Copley
theatre in Boston as one of the
concluding features of the week of
activities in commemorationof the
Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the
founding of Boston College. A moderate crowd, including friends and
representatives of governments of
Spain, Italy, and Germany witnessed the performances presented
by the linguists with the cooperation of students from Regis and
Emmanuel.
As its part in the Jubilee Celebration, the Italian Academy presented "La Patente," a one-act
play by Luigi Pirandello.
The part of Judge D'Andrea was
played by Victor Deßubeis '37, and
at present a member of the Graduate School. His interpretation of
the role was sympathetic and understanding. At no time did he let
the audience lose sight of the fact
that he was in full sympathy with
Chiarchiaro's sufferings, but not
with his methods of revenge. He
gave a true portrayal of the Law,
in its deepest significance, a stronghold of safety for the oppressed.
By far the most outstanding performance of the day was that of
Miss Inez Borghi, who gave a moving portrayal of Chiarchiaro's
daughter, Rosinella. From the moment she entered, frightened and
bewildered, until the time she left
the judicial chambers, hurrying
lest her father find her there, the
entire attention of the audience
was focused on her. The pathetic
plea that she made for her father
was so tender and sincere that
there was a burst of spontaneous
applause as she fled from the room.
The Senior class was represented
by two members, Hugo Blandori
and Frank Albani, both of whom
took the part of judges, colleagues
of D'Andrea. Blandori lent much
of the humorous element to the
story as he recounted his adventures as a youth. These incidents
served to relieve the strain of the
tragic element.
The Junior class also had two
representatives in the persons of
Kenneth Armenio, who played the
role of Maranca, usher to the
judge, and John J. Baldi, who
played the title role of Rosario
Chiarchiaro. Armenio's portrayal
of a superstitious usher left little
to be desired. When he introduced
ACADEMY PLAYS
(Continued from Page 3)

send
team
against Northeastern University
Hockey team at the Boston Arena
Friday night. The Eagles will be
out to win their ninth game in the
last ten starts. A win Friday night
will give Boston College second
place in the final standing of
the New England Intercollegiate
Hockey league. Last year the
Eagles captured first place in this
game.
After winning 4-3 against M.I.T.
Tuesday night the Eagles will be
out to avenge the humiliating 9-7
defeat suffered at the hands of the
"Huskies" a couple of weeks ago.
In that game both goalies had an
off night and all the players of each
sextet had to do was shoot and a
score resulted. Johnny Byrnes high
scoring forward was the star for
the "Huskies" that night.
Tom Sharkey and Joe Hartigan
were the mainstays of the Eagles
and Tom is looking forward to another banner night. Captain Joe
will have to watch his team in
their last game, from the bench,
due to an injury. The hard
checking defence of Griffin and
Sessler will be one of the major
obstacles in the way of the Eagles
Friday night.
Boston College has been riding
in high after getting off to a slow
start at the first of the season. The
sparkplug of the Eagles outfit has
been Paul Moore whose sensational goaltending has been responsible for the Heightsmen reversal of form. Boston College has
been weakened by the loss of
Frank Lowry who broke his hand
in a scrimmage last week. And
Lefty Flynn who fractured his
nose, also in a scrimmage. A large
crowd of followers are expected to
be present from the Heights as
there are no social activities on the
program for this week-end.

Start Novena of Grace
Today In Auditorium
A Novena of Grace for students began today in the Library
Auditorium to mark the opening
of the Lenten season. The services consist of the singing of
the hymns of the novena and a
period of prayer followed by
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
The Novena is being held at
noon daily for the Freshman
and Sophomore classes and at
1 P. M. for the Juniors and
Seniors.

Cast Picked for
"Death House"
At a meeting of the Playshop
this week, Martin B. Mahoney '38,
President of the organization, announced the cast for the one-act
play "Death House," written by
John H. Galway '38, Editor of the
Sub Turri.
The play concerns the last tragic
moments of a condemned man,
whose innocence is proclaimed too
late to save him from death in the
electric chair. The leading role will
be enacted by John A. Dromey '38,
Vice-President of the Fulton Debating Society, who will be remembered for his .brilliant portrayal of
Jervis in "The Music Makers" last
week. Others selected to appear In
this play are Robert V. Henderson '40, James M. Donovan '40,
Charles T. Birmingham '38, and
James M. O'Hare '38.
A newspaper drama, entitled,
u
Copy," by Kendall Danning has
already been cast with Warren T.
Cronin '38, in the star role and a
one-act comedy, written by Bronis
A. Tubelis '38, Editor of the Stylus,
is to be cast on Friday.
These plays are to be presented
at Boston College during the third
week in March for the benefit of
the Catholic Literary Fund and
will later be produced at Regis
College. They will also be presented
at the annual Fathers' Day of the
Senior class and will be one of the
features of Junior Week. The casts
will also journey to Marymount
College, Tarrytown on-the-Hudson
New York for a later presentation.

Sacrifice Dominant Feature
Behind College, Says Rector
By Lawrence F. Kickham '40

Expressing hope that the right
type of man will be found to bring
the world out of its present depressing condition and claiming
self-sacrifice to be the dominant
feature in the development of Boston College, the Very Rev. William
J. McGarry, S.J., President of Boston College, took a few minutes
from his very pressing duties to
grant a rare interview to a
HEIGHTS reporter last week.
We were seated in Father McGarry's private office in St. Mary's
Hall where the Rector's keen eyes,
forbidding all formalities and abstractional queries, were focussed
on the most pertinent questions of
the day.
Distressed At World Chaos
Concerning the chaos which, due
to European wars and political disturbances, is at present threatening the peace of the world, Father
McGarry appeared distressed but
his message held a spirit of hope
and confidence. He believes that the
type of man needed to bring the
world out of this discouraging situation is a man of spiritual ideals,
as well as a man whose mind is
thoroughly instructed in the eternal principles of natural and revealed Social Justice.
"Nor does it seem," said Fr.
Rector contemplatively, a single
individual will be able successfully
to lead the world except one who
"

will bring extraordinary influence
to bear."
Referring to Pope Leo XIII and
to the present Pontiff, the Rector
claims that no surer leaders have
been given men within the last half
century than these two Popes who
wrote so extensively on the difficulties of the world and on the
manner of solving them.
"Yet, even in their exalted position of authority and influence,"
said the noted educator gravely,
"have we not found it true that the
world is inclined to go its own
blind way."
Examples From Leaders Needed
Father McGarry firmly believes
that what is needed today is not a
few leaders of ideal type, nor a few
thousand, or tens of thousands who
follow them, but "the lessons which
these leaders preach, both theoretical and practical, must be implanted in the hearts of mankind
in general."
Turning to the subject which is
uppermost in the minds of all Boston College students, past and present, and their friends, that of the
Diamond Jubilee celebration which
began this past week, Father McGarry's enthusiasm mounted as his
mind rolled back through the
years, recalling incidents and
struggles which brought Boston
RECTOR INTERVIEWED
(Continued on Page 6)
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Make Changes
In Entrance

Requirements
Permit Certification
In Some Cases
For New Freshmen
A departure from former compulsory entrance examinations for
all and introduction of a new
method for admission 'by certification was announced yesterday with
publication of the 1938-1939 Boston College Bulletin.
The innovation of certification
as part of the Boston College policy was the most noteworthy and
important change in February's
Bulletin on entrance requirements.
Under the new system candidates may qualify for entrance in
any one of three ways: (1) Full
certification by an approved secondary school. (2) Partial certification and passing grades in some
of the approved forms of college
entrance examinations in all required subjects in which the candidate has not been certified. (3)
Passing grades in some one of the
approved forms of college
examinations in all required sui> "
'jetels. Upon receipt of application,
the Board of Admissions SeSH a&tify
the candidate whetrier his Secondary School record merits full, partial -or no certification. If partial,
or not certified, the candidate will
be notified what entrance examinations will be required.
In no way whatsoever is the new
policy to be a lowering of college
standards, for it has consistently
been proven that the student who
is certified passes compulsory entrance examinations. It is considered putting an unnecessary burden upon certified candidates to
require an examination of them.
Alleviating this condition has the
added feature of affording a wider
appeal to a variety of applicants.
Moreover, it is pointed out that
the Secondary School of the student is better qualified to judge
his ability whereas an entrance
examination would sometimes not
be an adequate test of his capabilities.
The system has been introduced
with a view to these benefits as
well as to afford greater efficiency
in selecting the best candidates for
the limited membership of the
Freshman class.
Certification will have no bearing in the case of those who wish
to try for scholarships. The customary method of competitive examinations in all of the required
subjects according to the course of
study proposed will be retained.
These examinations will be held in
connection with the June examinations and all subjects must be
taken in the one year.
For the year 1938, Entrance Examinations will be held June 2 and
ENTRANCE CHANGES
(Continued on Page 6)

Mother of Music
Director Dies
Mrs. George A. Marier, mother
of Theodore Marier, director of the
Boston College Glee Club and Orchestra, died early Wednesday
morning at her home in Dedham.
Mrs. Marier was suddenly stricken
with a cerebral hemorrhage.
Funeral services were held this
morning at St. Mary's Church,
Dedham. The officers of the Music
Club attended the mass, previously
they had presented a spiritual bouquet to Mr. Marier.
Mrs. Marier is survived by her
husband, three daughters and two
sons.
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TABLOID
By Robert D. Callahan '38

Do not be deceived by the false
reports which are going the rounds
concerning Monday's supposed
snowstorm.
Tabloid informed
.

Casey, "38

.

.

you last week that there would be
no more snow this year and that
.
Associate Editors
,c.
A
\u25a0
DJ
Assistant
Editor
Sports
edict still goes. . What you saw
Toseph W
McCarthy '39
W. MCCARTHY
39
JOSEPH
THOMAS E. McFaRLAND, '38
Monday was neither snow nor
John F. X. Gaquin, 39
manna from heaven but merely a
Make-up Editor
Business Manager
gale of soap flakes from Lever
Thomas
F. True, 38
Bros, across the Charles. . .
It's
John J. Canney, Jr., '38
easily
how
some
surprising
people
Editor
Exchange
News Editor
are fooled by propaganda.
Phil Marco, '38
John A. Dromey, '38
-TFeature Editor
Circulation Manager
Bill
radio's glib
Williams,
Paul R. Sullivan, '38
John J. King, Jr., '38
tongued sports announcer, gave a
re-broadcast Monday night of the
City Editor
famous Boston College-Yale footMartin Carey
ball game played in the Yale Bowl
in 1920. . . We've heard so many
conflicting stories from enthusiasPrejudiced Critics
tic Bald Eagles concerning that
epic battle that it was refreshing
*TiHE New York Times Book Review Supplement recently to hear it
and to picture
\u25a0*carried the following remarks by a Mr. Ybarra in criti- in our imagination the sturdy
the book is forms of Luke Urban, Charles
cism of Arnold Lunn's Spanish Rehearsal: ".
Fitzgerald, Ben Roderick et al
written in a style that precludes taking any of its statements smashing their way to a 21-14 win
at face value; it may be safely said that few apologists for over the Elis. . While we are on
Franco have been of less use to him than Mr. Lunn." This, the matter of sports for the nonce
we submit, as a glaring instance of unfair and prejudiced it might be well to throw an orchid
in the direction of the Maroon and
book reviewing.
Gold hockey team for its remarkNotice the insinuation that Mr. Lunn is an "apologist" able winning streak which includes
for Franco. Nothing is farther from the truth; in the first a 3-2 decision over arch rival B. U.
place Franco needs no apologist and, secondly, Mr. Lunn is . . Joe Grygiel, former member
pleading no cause, he is simply setting forth the truth about of the class of 1938 now a plebe
the Spanish situation. He is concerned only with the facts? at West Point, recently won the
facts which even Mr. Ybarra would be forced to acknowledge 175-lb. championship in the freshif he would only take off his pink glasses and lay aside for man class boxing tourney at the
a moment his a priori convictions. He tells us that Lunn's Military Academy.
T
statements are not to be taken at face value. This, mind you,
Master
Paul
"LaVerne"
Moore
from one who apparently swallows the most absurd outpourof
is
once
goal-tending
repute
again
ings of the Red propaganda machine without the least hesi'big potato" at the
the
getting
tation or critical analysis!
.
Moore household.
He is the
This is a glaring example of the biased attitude which third in his family to carry the
many reviewers adopt toward Catholic books. It seems to Maroon and Gold colors on the
be an unwritten law of newspaper criticism that Catholic rink, freres Gerry and Fred havbooks should not be reviewed by Catholic critics lest there ing captained the 1932 and 1935
It is forrespectively.
be a tendency toward undue praise of the book. Such an atti- sextets
tunate that the season of Lent
tude is most unfair and cannot be justified by the experience comes at this time, giving many
of the papers whose critical principles are not so one-sided. over-worked seniors an excuse to
Of course this partiality works in only one direction?for stay home at night and complete
Catholics should not be allowed to review non-Catholic books their theses in time to graduate
either, lest there be some prejudice against the book.
. . Boston College's only Japanese student, Kokchi Yokoyama, is
It's high time this situation was remedied, and one way being given plenty of opportunity
to correct it is to write to such papers and protest. When to present the Japanese side of that
looking for information concerning Catholic books, for criti- Far East conflict.
He has been
cism which is as objective as possible consult such magazines invited to lecture in various cities.
as America and The Sign, and other Catholic sources whose . . We haven't been able to find
critics do not hesitate to give good as well as the bad points a Chinese student at the Heights
"Bad Jack"
Larkin
although
about Catholic books.
claims that he qualifies inasmuch
as his grandfather was once given
a blood transfusion by a Chinese
Obligations
Penance
laundryman.
T
that penance is obligatory during Lent, congregations will reluctantly put the candy box to one side A couple of years ago when he
was one of Joe McKenney's prize
and refrain from the pleasures of tobacco as their depriva- pupils,
Oscoe Gilman held honotions of the Holy Season begin. Making a resolution for the rary membership in the Chestnut
forty-day period usually has a more lasting effect than those Hill Fire Department and now
of New Year's Day because the motive is spiritual rather than along comes Leo "Truck" Reardon
material. These resolutions should be chosen with care; they as a special traffic deputy for the
. During a bad
must be for the personal good; they should not be harmful Brighton Police.
traffic
jam on Commonwealth
to others.
Avenue, Saturday morning, Truck
Custom has it that good Catholics forbear some luxury was seen tooting a merry tune on
they enjoy and practice reasonable mortification, so confec- his police whistle and restoring
tionery is usually the hapless victim of well-meaning peni- order out of chaos. . Police offitents. Anyone with a sweet tooth does make a sacrifice when cials were quick to praise the
they search the regular hiding places, the shelf of the tea Eagle gridder for volunteering his
wagon, the recesses of the sewing cabinet and discover there aid in such an emergency.
.,
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ushering at the Copley Theatre
Saturday night, enjoyed himself
immensely and you would, too, under the same circumstances. . .
The canary who sang so sweetly
in the Italian Academy's play, "La
Patente," was none other than Bill
MacCormack of Junior who fooled
most of the spectators.
.
The
hockey team concludes its season
tonight at the Arena against
Northeastern and it is only right
that we turn out and give the boys
a big hand to atone for lack of support at previous games. .
. They
are deserving of it. . Gerry Sullivan, ex-'3B, is a candidate for
assessor in Brookline and has already worn out two pairs of gloves
getting the electorate in line.
.

.

.

.

.
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By John J. Canney, Jr., '38
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Vincent "Business" Shamirian
who has conducted a vigorous campaign this year to keep his name
out of the HEIGHTS was highly
successful until today. . . We just
learned about it. . . Paul R. Sullivan, thespian and journalist, received a flattering bouquet before
the Friday night performance of
"The Music Makers"?a ripe cabbage. . . . Suspicion was immediately cast on a friend from the
Egleston Square section.
. She
just had to send something even
if all the florists' shops were closed.
.

.

.

.

T
"The Music Maker's," incidentally
was one of the real highlights of
Activities Week with Larry Mullin
saving one of his best performances for his collegiate swan song
on the boards. . Charlie Boodro,
?

?

.

is no cheering box of chocolates. Of course there is the pragmatist who working on the principle of the protruded middle
thinks it would be a good idea to fast from sweets and make
a double killing; the sacrifice and the diet. Lenten resolutions
are not made for the preservation of the figure and such a
fast is not worth the attention of the sympathetic ear. Then
the idea of cutting out the smokes has a prominent place in
the mind of abstainers for Lent. The decimation of the joys
that tobacco can offer a man often produces a disposition that
in no way cooperates with the spirit of the time and does
more to create an attitude requiring penance than one effecting penance.
Aside from the questionable merits of these forms of
fasting, there appears an economic difficulty that can attain
immense proportions. To give up candy for Lent only throws
people out of work and thereby does great harm when the
salesgirls are deprived of a weekly salary. Don't give up
candy and cigarettes and injure others. The best means of
penance, one that would do inestimable personal good and
harm no one, would be the daily attendance at Mass, better
still daily Communion.

.

.

.

Only The Certain Can Smile
The driver who really knows his
car sits at the wheel with a confidence that comes close to alert
relaxation.
The aviator with 10,000 hours in
the air handles his plane in an
almost off-hand familiarity.
The speaker who knows his subject faces the audience calmly
but for that matter so does the
animal trainer who knows all the
temperamental quirks of the lions
and leopards in the cage.
The great pianist sits down to
the piano . . . the great scientist
enters on an experiment
. . the
famous surgeon begins the difficult
operation . . the brilliant student
who has studied glances over the
examination questions
the
.
champion tennis player walks onto
the court . . with Confidence.
Which is just a way of saying
that the man or woman who
knows his field faces life with
assurance. The man who is certain
can smile.
Now even the least experienced
young man or woman who knows
that one phase of life that a
Catholic is going to have to face
constantly
is
his Catholicity.
He faces faith in his own soul.
He faces the practices of faith in
his own life. He faces the difficulties against faith from the world
around him. And he has two
courses open to him: he can know
his religion thoroughly, and smile
at life; he can fail to know his
religion, and go through life with
endless spiritual jitters. For the
inexperienced driver, the amateur
aviator, the unaccustomed speaker,
the novice at the piano, the
student who didn't study, the dub
with the racket or golf clubs, the
Catholic who doesn't know that
. these are
his faith is all about
the people who are afraid and
timid and who dodge the problems
that rise straight out of ignorance.
Well, our modern Catholic Student wants to face life bravely
and beat it easily. He wants to step
out of the amateur class. He is not
satisfied to be "just fair" claims
to be a leader; he wants to be a
leader.
So this brief message is straight
to the Catholic Student who wants
to lead!
You see, he can lead. He can be
"tops" in a world that badly needs
leaders who know what they are
talking about, can plan programs
that are bound to succeed, and can
take others along with them to
sucess. He can lead, as the Holy
Father has asked him to, even in
matters religious.
The young man or woman worth
considering does not want to
stumble through life as an ignorant and apologetic Catholic. He
or she wants to be certain, because being certain he can smile
confidently in the depths of his
own soul and at the problems
which life presents.
That is why the cream off the
top of Catholic youth will be meeting in our great Conventions. No
alert young Catholic needs to be
told what these Conventions air.
From 1928 on, they have been the
outstanding experiences of those
thousands of young men and women who have attended them. They
have been unforgettable days of
activity and companionship that
sent their participants home more
sure than ever of their religion,
nrouder than ever of their faith,
stronger than ever in their determination to lead for Christ and to
Christ.
This year the Seventh Students
Spiritual Leadership Convention
meets in regional sections. There
arc meetings from Portland to
Boston. from Detroit to San
x ntonio. Pick
out the city nearest
to you on the list, and Be There!
Not less than 10,000 leaders will
meet that year, but we want representatives from your school.
Those who are certain can smile.
And those who are certain of their
faith can laugh in the face of life's
problems. May we help you to that
certainty? Join us in the Regional
Meetings of the Convention.
.

-

.

[The following message has been
received from the Rev. Daniel A.
Lord, S.J. Boston College will sponsor a convention for Sodalities
from various New England colleges here, April, 2-3.]
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Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S.J.
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A Message From

The social horizon looks rather
bleak for the next six weeks, and
the Society column will probably
fade into oblivion until after
Easter.
. Susie Snoop our society deb, however has placed
enough copy on my desk to fill up
the column for this week.
Mardi Gras in all varieties and
forms was celebrated last Tuesday
night by the collegiate set in an
effort to cram themselves with
enough entertainment to last them
through six long weeks.
Over at the Myles Standish that
crew from West Roxbury were
making merry again in another
one of their popular informal dances.
. . All the old clique from
Roxbury and Dedham present as
usual, with charming escorts from
Regis, Emmanuel and Fannie
Farmer's. . . Frank Hunt, Charlie
Carrol, Frank Fallon, and John
Short of West Point fame still
.
loyal supporters of their club.
Bud Daley, Connie McGrath, and
George Flynn also present as goodwill ambassadors from Brighton.
. Gene Doerr brought a co-ed
from Rhode Island State. . . John
Finnerty still looking at the fair or
blonde side of life. . . Jim Condon
dancing to rippling rhythm.
In Cambridge merriment was in
full swing at the Continental
where the Press Club were holding
their Annual Mardi Gras Frolic
amid gaily decorated surroundAlthough most of thi
ings. .
reporters in greater Boston were
there, a few of the boys from
the Heights managed to make
their appearance. . . John Larkin
finally got a dance with Sheila
Kelly of Boston American fame . . .
while Tom Gateley seems to have
broken the ice up at Regis. . . . Ed
Toomey, always sartorially perfect, was resplendent in tails as he
greeted each guest with a package
of cigarettes . . the swing music
of Fran Ritchie, featuring Johnnie
Burns of our own Senior class at
the drums climaxed a delightful
evening.
The Mardi Gras Costume Ball
given by the Junior Philomatheia
Club topped them all for variety
and splendor.
. . Picture John
Galway as a nervous bridegroom,
Bill Fouhy as Prince Albert, and
Charlie Boodro as an English gentleman. . . . That Chinese mandarin who imitated Charlie Chan
was none other than Jack O'Sullivan of the Book Store.
John McNulty tells us that
those who attended the Roller
Skating Party and Dance at the
Perkins Institute had a swelegant
time . . lots of laughs and bumps
for all. . . Warren Cronin, Ralph
Luise, John Dromey, Tony Williamson and Babe Hanley still nursing
bruises from a strenuous evening.
Chick Webb may be the idol of
the
swing-mad Bostonians but
Middlesex County boys have their
own King of Swing in the baton
of Eddie Lyons at Ann's Duck
Farm on the Lowell road. Eddie
features a piano, violin, and a
model-T sax. . . . His brass section
consists of two harmonicas, three
stools, a chair and a drum.
That's all for now except to congratulate Tom Buckley, Dave
Lucey, Ray Perrault, Jack Grainey
and Fella Gintoff for crashing the
exclusive Chestnut Hill society.
Incidentally how many "red-heads"
were actually there, Ray?
.
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French Club
Gives "Esther"

Marquette Orators
In Lively Debate

Was Well Done Last
Saturday Afternoon
As its part in the observance of
the seventy-fifth anniversary, the
French Academy presented Racine's "Esther", a tragedy based on
the well known biblical story, last
Saturday afternoon at the Copley
Theatre. The female roles of the
play were acted by members of
the Cenacle Litteraire of Regis

College.

The guests of honor were Monsieur Francois Briere, French consul at Boston and Madame Briere.
The large audience included members of various French societies
and many teachers of French.
Particularly outstanding in the
successful production was Mist
Mary S. Burke, '38, of Regis College. Her knowledge and exellent
pronounciation of French together
with her dramatic ability was
very impressive. Among the Boston College members of the cast
James J. Condon, '38, was outstanding.
The mounting of the play was
simple but effective. The Orientamotif displayed in the properties
were quite suitable to the easterr
locale of the action.
The box occupied by the Mon
sieur and Madame Briere was
draped with French and American
flags. Bouquets were presented to
Madame Briere and the young
ladies of the cast.
The production was under the
direction of Monsieur Andre de
Beauvivier, professor of French at
Boston College and director of the
French Academy. Monsiuer Beauvivier praised the members of the
cast for their performances and
faithful attendance at rehearsals.

"Complete Office
Outfitters"
Boston
57 Franklin St.
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Law School Club
Holds Banquet
Attorney General Paul A. Dever
was the principal speaker at a dinner conducted by the Nisi Prius
Club of the Boston College Law
School, Tuesday evening, at the
Copley Square Hotel. The dinner
took the form of a testimonial to
the school which was recently admitted to membership in the Association of American Law Schools.
Among the honored guests were
Very Rev. William J. McGarry,
S.J., president of Boston College;
Rev. John B. Creedon, S.J., regent
of the school; Judge Cornelius J.
Moynihan, Dennis A. Dooley, former dean of the law school; and
Professor Walter

tor of the club.
The faculty was represented by
Professors John A. Canavan, Daniel DeC. Donovan, John D. Drum,
Henry E. Foley, Thomas L. Gannon, Franklin T. Hammond, Jr.,
John C. Johnston, William J. Killion, Henry M. Leen, Frederick M.
McDermott, John D. O'Reilly, Jr.,
and William J. Wallace.
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Tragedy Production

Another lively debate was held
Tuesday in the Marquette Room
on the question of the N. L. R. B.
Thomas Duffy '40 and George Gallagher '40, upholding the affirmative, won the decision over Bernard Frazier '41 and Francis Galligan '41.
Several debates with outside
teams were announced. A freshman team will journey to Maine
today to meet the Biddeford High
School team. The speakers for Boston College will be George Kerr
'41, Vincent Milbury '41, and Walter Clear '41. They will stay in
Maine overnight.
The Marquette will meet Salem
Teacher's College for a second
time Monday. In this debate, to be
held in Salem, the Marquette will
uphold the negative on the N. L.
R. B. question. The speakers for
Boston College will be John Doyle
'40, William Joy '40, and Paul
Greeley '40.
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Father Rector
Urges Unity
Among Laity
Speaking before over 800 mem-

Saturday evening, at the Copley
Very Rev. William J. Mc-

Plaza,

S.J., president of Boston
College, made a forceful plea for

Garry,

Catholic unity.
The annual dinner was given in
honor of Governor Charles F. Hurley '16, a past president of the
club, and in lauding the chief executive, Father McGarry declared
that the success of the Governor
was evidence of a feeling of unity.
He termed the rise of the Governor
in public life an exemplification of
the progress made by Boston College alumni.
Father McGarry spoke high
praise of the loyalty of the Cambridge B. C. Club, observing its
30th anniversary, and stated that
they ought to be thankful that they
could return to the men who taught
them, adding that "others in other
lands have not that freedom which
enables them to return to their
teachers."
"Let the future be one of strong
faith," he said, "with the same
principles that will bring Boston
College men further forward." The
Cambridge alumni were urged by
the Boston College president to impress people by their actions more
than by their preachments.
Gerald F. Coughlin '23, president
of the Alumni Association, presented Governor Hurley with a
plaque on which was inscribed the
seal of the college and Edward A.
Sullivan, president of Salem Teachers College, presented the Governor
with a camera on behalf of the
Cambridge club.
John Gately, Jr., president of the
senior class and John J. Canney,
Jr. '38, represented the Cambridge
undergraduates at the dinner.
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At the weekly meeting of the
Economics Academy held in room
T305 Wednesday at 3.20 P. M.,
John Flynn '38, Paul V. Farrell
'38, and John Barolis '38 addressed
the members on the balanced
budget.
John Flynn opened the discussion by showing the necessity for
immediate concern over balancing
the budget and the relation between an unbalanced budget and
inflation. "The man who really
feels the ill effects of inflation,"
said Mr. Flynn, "is the man in the
lower income brackets because the
rise in his wages is never commensurate with the rise in prices."
Paul Farrell '38 compared the
Government to any business stating that continual spending in excess of income cannot go on forever. "Resolute action is needed to
curtail wasteful expenditures before the budget can be balanced,"
said Mr. Farrell.
Launching an attack on the New
Deal's spending policy, John Barolis '38 said that the prospects of a
balanced budget in the near future
are rather discouraging. He cited
in support of his argument the recent huge appropriation for a
greater navy and the subsidies for
shipping, all of which tend to postpone the balancing of the budget,
and thus keep on eating into the
taxpayer's payroll. For these expenses must be met by the taxpayer, already saddled with a multiplicity of taxes. Mr. Barolis concluded by stating that a revision
of many taxes and elimination of
some others might contribute ultimately toward the balanced budget
since private enterprise will be
stimulated thereby and the national income increased immeas-

urably.

Pre-Medical

Department
We have heard that our frienc
James F. Fitzgerald of Watertown
intends to study medicine at thr
Harvard Medical School. James
Blue of Auburndale will also studymedicine at Harvard. Fitzgerak
has been an honor student for foui
years in the B. S. in Biology course
at the Heights. He attended Watertown High and graduated with
honors. FitzGerald is the Vice-president of the Pre-medical Seminar
and a member of the Cross and
Crown, Senior Honor Society.
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Lower classmen Interested in
working on the HEIGHTS as reporters or advertising solicitors are
requested to leave their names at
the HEIGHTS' office. Commissions
are given for advertisements.
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HIT PARADE
Thanks For The Memory
I Double Dare You
Whistle While You Work
You're A Sweetheart
Sweet As A Sony;
There's A Gold Mine In The Sky
The Dipsy-Doodle
Goodnight Angel

Mir Bist Du Schoen
ttosalie
Get Your Sheet Music Copies
and Recordings at
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Play Sponsors Given
Tea By Dean

Irks Economists

bers of the Boston College Club of
Cambridge at its annual dinner,
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Balancing Budget

Guest Speaker At
Cambridge B. C. Club
Annual Banquet
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BOSTON MUSIC
COMPANY
116 Boylston Street, Boston
Tel. Order Dept. Hancock 1561

A tea was tendered by Rev.
Dr. Joseph R. N. Maxwell, S.J.,
dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences yesterday afternoon in
the President's room in Gargan
Hall, to the members of the
faculty who produced the lan
guage plays as part of the Boston College Diamond Jubilee
week at the Copley Theatre.
The members of the faculty
honored at the tea were Dr.
Edward Azuola of the Spanish
Department, Dr. Erich N. LaBouvie and Dr. Paul A. Boulanger of the German Department,
Dr. Gino de Solenni of the Italian Department, Prof. Andre de
Beauvivier of the French Department,
Rev.
Richard L.
Rooney, S.J., Student Counsellor
and Rev. Joseph Fitzgerald, S.J.,
dean of Freshman.
ACADEMY PLAYS
(Continued from Page 1)

Chiarchiaro he actually instilled
fear in the audience by the realization and representation of his own
fear. John J. Baldi gave such a perfect characterization in the role
of the magician that there was an
almost rapt attention to his actions. Flawless in his pronunciation of the difficult Italian passages, the rapidity and smoothness
of his speech was rivaled only by
the consummate artistry of his actting.
Also included as judges were
Vincenzo Nasca '40, and Ralph
Struzziero '41.
After a short intermission Rosina es Fragil under the direction
of Dr. Eduardo Azuola, Spanish
professor was presented by the
Spanish Academy. It is the story
of a young Spanish girl who attracts men by her charm and
beauty so that she has quite a multitudinous following of lovers, each
one begging for her hand. The
young girl, played by Miss Yolanda
Lodi from Emmanuel, does not
have the courage to turn away the
group of men but leaves this task
to Antonio, her uncle, played by
John J. Dacey '40. The rest of the
plot is left in the hands of the audience to draw their own conclusions.
Throughout the production John E.
Cronin, Jr., the Junior who received great applause for his solos
at the Music clubs concert, sang
several Spanish songs accompanied
on the piano by Miss Lodi.
The final play of the afternoon
was the presentation of the apple
shooting scene from Schiller's William Tell. Dr. Paul A. Boulanger
and Dr. Enrich N. Labouvie proved
that they are actors as well as German professors in the roles of
William Tell and the Austrian
governor, Gessler, respectively. The
full beauty of the German language
was carried over to the audience
by the fluency and ability with
which the two leading actors
spoke. The students in the minor
parts made a valiant and successful attempt at the mastery of a
language which they have been
studying only a few y*sars.
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BILL THE TAILOR

For
Up-to-date
FULL DRESS SUITS
TUXEDOS
CUTAWAYS
CHESTERFIELD COATS
TOP HATS
and
ALL ACCESSORBES
-

For Hire

2319 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Eliot 0600
Open Evenings

POEMS WANTED
Anthology of Verse. Play and fiction manuscripts also
considered. Address: A37 Editor, 62 Grand Central Annex,
New York, N. Y.

For New

Tel. Kenmore 3975

Res: Stoneham 0506-M

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
MISS ROSALIE BREAGY
Theses
Class Notes Typed at Reasonable Rates
Manuscripts
Room 428
419 Boylston Street
Warren Chambers Bldg.
Boston, Mass.
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Hockey Team Nips McCrehan Calls Hall Places Third
In N.A.A.IL Behind
M.I.T. In Overtime For

Battle At Arena

Chalk up another win for the
Boston College's improved sextet nosed out the M. I. T.
Engineers 4-3 in an overtime period as the fast and evenly matched
playing brought a fair sized crowd
to its feet at the Arena last Tuesday night.
The first period was closely contested as both defenses proved
their value in thwarting the
rushes of the opposition. Sharkey
parted the drapes with the only
Eagle score while Ackers tied it up
for the Beavers. In the second
period the Engineers went into the
lead as Grace scored and the famed
defense of the boys from Memorial
Drive bottled up any attempts of
the Eagles to even things up. Lexington John Janusas deadlocked
the scoring early in the third
frame, but the determined Technologists with the efforts of Drury
succeeding, once more held the
upper hand. Sharkey sent the puck
by Carnrick for a score midway in
the period and the two teams
fought for the rest of the time to
capitalize on scoring opportunities.
At 4:06 of the ten minute overtime Red Prior on a pass from
O'Callahan poured in the marker
that was eventually to guarantee
the victory of the B. C. club.
Sharkey was the hero, if there
must be one, for he accounted for
two goals and as many assists.
O'Callahan was credited with two
assists and played immensely on
the stalwart Eagle defense. Moore
continued his stellar performance
in the nets and confirms the opinion that the present combination
is by far the best that Coach Kelly
has concocted since the injury jinx
beset him.
Kellymen,

Batterymen

The first signs of the approach-

Kelleymen Overcome Terriers
In Final Game of '38 Series

Townes And Allen

Moore Outstanding
With 42 Stops
In Wild Game

Last Saturday evening in the
ing season of Spring were seen this
past week when Coach Frank Mc- Madison Square Garden before a
Crehan issued his first call for capacity attendance of some 18,000

Varsity battery candidates and he
was greeted by a squad of 12 aspirants for the roles of pitcher and
catcher on the nine.
From the abundance of material
returning from last season's successful club, it is no wonder that
\u25a0lopes for a highly successful season this year are running high.
Among those pitchers reporting
\o Coach McCrehan were Muggsy
Kelly and Charlie O'Hara, two
sterling southpaws who saw plenty
of action last year; Bud Davis,
Sig Somy, George Fallon, and Waited Lepeisha, a quartet of better
than average college ball tossers,
all of whom have been on the firing line for the Maroon and Gold
the past two seasons.
In the catching department there
are four prominent candidates for
the two available positions of varsity receiver and his understudy.
These backstops include Hugo
Blandori, Red Forrisstall, and Jim
Byrnes, all of whom are capable
receivers and good stickers. Blandori will naturally have the inside
track due to his experience last
season when he was understudy to
Charlie Fallon, last year's captain.
Forrisstall, however, is not far behind and will provide plenty of
competition. The question mark
over Byrnes is his lack of collegiate competition. Jim was the regular frosh catcher last season but
was impotent at the bat. Then during the summer, the former Dean
flash blossomed forth as one of the
heavy hitters in the Cape Cod
circuit.

frenzied track fans, the National
A. A. U. games were run off and,
as was expected, several records
were broken before the curtain
was dropped after the final event
on the program.
The Boston College representation in these games consisted of
Dick Gill and Walter Hall, the
sensational frosh hurdler. Gill was
again competing in his specialty,
the 600 metre run, while Hall competed in the 65 metre high hurdles,
an event which was a novelty to
the youngster whose experience
had been confined to the 45 yard
flights.
In Gill's event, which was run
off in heats due to the large field
entered, the flying captain was the
victim of poor seeding which saw
him pitted against Jim Herbert,
the ultimate winner of the final,
and an unknown plodder from
Rhode Island State.
In the hurdles event, however,
the Boston color bearer was more
fortunate. In his trial heat Hall led
his opponents to the tape in the
fast time of B:9s to win by some
two yards. Lining up for the final
heat he was opposed by Spec
Towns, Sam Allan, and Al Tolmich,
a field which is considered tops in
America today. Slow off his mark,
the lanky Hall came with a burst
of speed in the closing stages of
the race and fell a few feet short
of catching the flying Towns, and
vainly pursuing Allen. However,
Walter placed third and as a result Boston College received two
points in the team score.
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in the period but fine defense work
D3' Chubby Chandler saved B. U.
The only other real chance of the
first period for an Eagle score
came when Norberg jumped the
pack. This time Red Hoar caught
him from the rear just as Norberg
was about to shoot and snaked the
puck away from him. B. C. played
a smart game throughout the period and although they had only two
real scoring opportunities, they
made the highly touted Terriers
work pretty hard to keep up.
The second period started off
with a bang when it seemed as if
the B. U. attack was going to walk
off with the game. Carvelli whisked
one through Moore from a mixup
in the right corner which the latter
didn't even see. A few seconds
later, the Desrosiers line came flying in again and although Moore
stopped three shots in quick succession, the B. C. defense couldn't
clear out and the fourth try from
Carvelli's stick slid by the prostrate
Moore. Late in the period B. C.
tied it up when, with Woodward
sitting disconsolately in the pen,
Davis and Sharkey both counted in
quick succession with Janusas getting the assist on both occasions.
Hoar and Chandler were outstanding for the losers and they
showed why Colburn is rated with
the best goalies in the league. Colburn had only twenty stops to
make
compared with
Moore's

Before a highly partisan B. U.
crowd, the Boston College sextet
set back an equally highly favored
Terrier hockey team 3 to 2 last
Friday night. Paul Moore and Tom
Sharkey starred for B. C. and
turned an almost certain defeat
into a great victory to even the
'38 series at one all. Paul Moore
turned in a beautiful game at goal,
making forty-two stops altogether
in a very busy night in the nets.
Sharkey scored the first goal for
B. C. and later the winning goal
after playing almost the whole
game for the Eagles without substitution.
The winning counter came at the
start of the final period. Sharkey
slipped one by the astonished Colburn from a wild melee in the right
corner. For the rest of the period
the Terriers carried the fight to
B. C. and only the great goal tend-

ing of Moore

and

O'Callaghan's

heartbreakingpuck-icing saved the
shorthanded Maroon and Golds
from defeat. This last period had
the fans standing on their chairs
from gong to gong.
Woodward, Carvelli and Desrosiers penetrated time and again
into B. C.'s bailiwick only to be
turned back by Moore during a
first period which was pretty fast.
Davis started a three man rush
which almost scored about midwav

forty-two.

Moore was the first goalie, with
the exception of Carnrick of M.I.T.
to hold the potent Terriers to less
than three goals. He was the only
one to beat them while handing out
less than three goals.
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Remarkable Growth In Sports
Parallels History of B. C.

Cinder
Dust
Captain Gill and Company journey to New York for a one night
stand at Madison Square. They
will appear in an opus called the
I. C.'s. Like "Strange Interlude,"
this attraction will start in the
afternoon and continue after dinner until the bewitching hour.
Trials are the order of the matinee
but the tribulations will be the
sole property of the other colleges.
Red Richard, along with Artie
Allan, will be featured in the "600"
with the bogie man of the 600
yarders,
dusky Jim Hebert of
N. Y. U. A conservative estimate
would be that Gill will do no worse
than second and no better than
first.
*****

Robert Lloyd, the "Fats Waller"
pianist, will not plink the keys this
week but I am informed by the
manager of the production that he
will plank along to a place in the
dash. The Live Food Kid, Frankie
Zeimetz, is out to prove that rabbits run fast because they eat carrots. This scientific exposition will
be in the dash and just to show
that you don't have to croak to
jump far, Zeimetz, in our opinion,
will take home one of the prizes
in the broad jump.
That truckin' man, Will Gilligan,
shows himself in the crystal with
plenty of rhythm and a spot in the
shot. A lesson in grace and hurdling form will be rendered by Tom
McFarland. In order that the other
timber toppers may not lose a
trick, Tom should get out in front
and stay there.
*

*

if:

#

A skit entitled, "How to Win,"
or "Who's No Good?" will be given
a sterling performance by Messrs.
Scannell, Powers, Roche, and Cronin, in the two mile relay. In supporting roles will be Fordham,
N. Y. U. and Manhattan.
*****

This season's frosh medley quartet with Bourgeois, Hall, Gottlick,
Shea, and a break should make
that baby Eagle scream "Victory"
after a few noiseless years.
*****

According to the figures in the

HEIGHTS' office, B. C. should have
a first place tie with B. U. in the
league standings and according to
the sentiment of everyone who
saw the game, should be undisputed champs.
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Started As Military
Drill Back In 1869
By Father Brady

Father of Athletics

By James Kean, '40
Boston College students were
given their first taste of athletic
instruction back in 1869 when the
Reverend Father Robert W. Brady
of the Society of Jesus, who was
President of the college during the
years 1869 and 1870, introduced an
athletic program into the curriculum. At that time, the program
was not as extensive as it is today. The students were banded
together into an undergraduate
battalion and were instructed by
one General John Gray Foster, an
army officer. Their athletic activities took the form of military
drill, which was appropriateat that
time since it was the period immediately following the Civil War;
however, the tenure of this course
was only one year because of its
strictness which interfered with
the education of the boys.
Second Milestone
The second milestone in Boston
College athletics occurred during
the years between 1879 and 1884.
At this time, the Reverend Father
Jeremiah O'Connor was President
of Boston College. It is this same
educator who might rightly be
called the "father of Boston College
Athletics" because he had the
foresight to reestablish the Military Drill program in the College
curriculum. His belief in the classical tradition of early Greece and
Rome that in education the full
man should be developed and not
merely his intellectual side caused
him to advance the athletic program very strenuously. It was due
mainly to his ambition and perseverance that sports at Boston College took on a broader aspect in
1897.
Two of the better known athletes
of the pioneer class of '97 were Bill
Lyons and Frank Carney. The
former was an all-round athlete
during his collegiate career, and is
now devoting his time to the service of God as the pastor of Saint
Theresa's Church in West Roxbury.
Upon his graduation Frank Carney
turned himself to the legal field
and brought further glory to his
Alma Mater. The class of 1898 also
contributed

several

outstanding

athletes of their day in the persons
of Hugh McGrath, Doctor Edward
Granger, Father James Landrigan,
now of St. Mary's Church in Collingsville, Doctor John A. Brewin,
and John S. Quinn.
Athletics Curtailed
Moving onward into the 1900's,
we learn that all athletics at the
college were curtailed from 1903
to 1907. There is no reason given
for this action except that Boston
College followed the example of
numerous other institutions of the
day.
With the advent of the year 1907
the athletic policy was resumed
and a new sport, basketball, was
added to the list. Outstanding
among the proponents of this
game were, the late Nick Flatley,
later sports editor of a Boston
newspaper, Father David Fitzgerald and Jim Supple, all of the class
of 1907.
In 1908 a football coach was
hired to instruct the students and
an eight-game schedule was arranged for the team. Old grads
will recall the name of Doctor Joe
Reilly who was at the helm in
those days.
The schedule, which at that time
was considered ambitious, listed
games with Bridgewater Normal,
St. Anslems, Dean Academy, Conn.
Aggies, New Hampshire, Massachusetts School of Osteopathy and
the Alumni.
Upward Trend In Sports
In the interim between 1909 and
1913 Boston College athletics were
still on the upward trend. This
period gave a new coach to the
Eagles in the person of Bill Joy.
Some of the athletes produced at
this time were Meak Palvey, John
P. Curley, Steve Mahoney, Doc
Fleming, Jim Connelly, Jim Linnehan, Martin O'Connor, Bill Brennan, and Father Mathew Duggan.
now stationed at Saint Elizabeth's
Hospital.
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Rev. Jeremiah O'Connor
From the records of the class of
1914 appear the names of Father
Robert Barry, head of the Charitable Societies in Boston; Father
Patrick Dawson; Father William
Desmond of Saint Augustine's
Church; Dan Hurld and Bill McAll these men were
Kenney.
awarded their varsity "B" for
prowess on the diamond or the
gridiron.
The year; 1915 added more glory
to the name of Boston through the
efforts of Ed Brandon, John Burke,
John Walsh, Bill Ward, John Fleming, and several others.
From the class of 1916 there
came forth several stars who were
to increase the renown of the Jesuit fathers both in the world of
sports and in other branches of
industry. This class included Governor Charles Hurley, Jim Duffey,
Bill Murphy, D. Leo Daley and
Harry Kiley.
Came 1917 and the year of the
Great War. Though the boys enlisted in the defense of our country
nevertheless they found time to
keep the name of Boston in the
sunlight of the athletic world by
their deeds. Some of these stalwarts were Dutch Holland, Frank
McKenna, Bob O'Brien, Tom Craven and Eddie Austin.
Incidentally 1916 marked the
year that Boston College's football
team met its first major opponent
when it played West Point and
Brown.
Like the preceding classes, the
years of 1918-19-20 and 21 also
had their quota of brilliant athletes. These included Charlie Fitzgerald, Charlie Cote, Jim Fitzpatrick, our own Father Douglas,
Walter Kelly, Tom McNamara,
Luke Urban, "Diker" Doyle, Herb
Treat, Con O'Brien, Morgan Ryan
and Eddie Foy. These men figured
in B. C.'s immortal two-year conquest of the Yale eleven, attracting
national attention for the first time
to the Chestnut Hill institution.
The period from 1922 to 1928*
also had its prominent figures and
notable achievements. Among its
foremost athletes were Jake Driscoll, Bill Kelleher, Father Edmund
Croke, Jack Heaphy, Leo Hughes,
Harry Mullowney, Ray Duffey,
Jack Culhane, Joe Kozlowski,
George Lermond, Frank McCrehan,
Steve Patten, Bill Reilly, Chuck
Darling, Louis Welch, Art McManus, Joe McKenney, Tansey
Logue, Bill Ohrenberger, and Ray

athletic glory of our Eagles has brightened up considerably during the past few weeks. Led by Coach
Kelley's hockey team and paced by the flying Rydermen, the
dark pages of last fall and early winter have been quickly
turned and now we glimpse the more shining, cleaner leafs
capitalizing triumphs and new honors. After dropping their
first five games in a row, the icemen have taken eight out of
the last nine, climaxing their late season rush with a brilliant
3-2 victory over a highly favored B. U. sextet, winners of the
New England Intercollegiate Hockey Championship. On the
track, the development of Walter Hall into being one of the
East's leading hurdlers has saved a track season that in other
ways fell somewhat below expectations.
One thing that is quite noticeable and has been for some
time is the absolute lack of student-interest and student-backing of the hockey and track teams. The strong urging of
the A. A. year after year has brought a near 100 percent
following of the grid team. But as soon as the final whistle
blows ending the traditional B. C.-Holy Cross game, everyone
seems to forget that the Maroon and Gold is being carried
on other fields. Last Tuesday evening at the Boston Arena at
the game with Tech, there weren't 50 students from the
Heights there. I don't think that the other 1,650 were at
home studying. Remember it's the job of each one of you
to come and back the team.
Last Tuesday, the College had its first breath of spring.
It was the voice of the A. A. calling out all battery candidates
for the 1938 baseball team. Practice thus far has been limited
to merely tossing the ball around and getting a few of the
kinks out of the arms. The old cafeteria is the scene of the
training workouts. It seems that the old "caf" will go down
in the annals as Boston College's first gym and cage. The
leather luggers and the swordsmen have already made it
headquarters for operations. Maybe Uncle Gil will scrimmage the boys there next fall and save them the long treke
down to Alumni Field.
SKATERS OVERCOME MISHAPS
About midway through the season in a clash with Saint
Anslem's, Captain Joe Hartigan suffered a spine injury and
had played his last game for B. C. Frank Lowry moved up
to center the first line and after performing most commendably broke his hand. This was a bad set up all around, but
more was to come. The day before the B. U. game, Lefty
Flynn shattered his nose and was lost to the team. Despite
this injury jinx, four forwards, two defensemen and one
goalie stopped the Terriers and continued by defeating M.I.T.
Perhaps the outstanding feature of the remarkable rally of
the disabled Eagles has been the sensational goaltending of
Paul "Tango" Moore. For nearly two years, an understudy of
Mario Roscio, Paul got his chance in the Brown game and
since then has been a fixture in the nets. Tonight, he will
be in his fourth varsity start and his fourth varsity win?
absolutely.
INDOOR TRACK NEAR CLOSE
The highlight of the collegiate indoor season is the
I. C. 4 A. Meet tomorrow night at the Madison Square Garden. Coach Jack Ryder has picked 15 men to compete. Tom
MacFarland in the hurdles, Zeimetz in the dash and broad
jump, Swensen and Gilligan in the shot, and Allan and Gill
in the 600 are in fine shape and should give B. C. a few points.
As Hall is only a Freshman, he will not start in the hurdles
but will run in the freshman medley team race.
Tomorrow night was also the proposed date of the N. E.
A. A. U. Championships at Providence. But the conflict with
the New York games and the small entry list of 40 made it
imperative to cancel the meet. It was an unfortunate mixup
of dates. The N. E. A. A. U. has not published any new date
for the championships and probably will cancel the meet altogether.
At the K. of C. games down in Providence a couple of
weeks back, Mike Grendal, varsity manager of track, undertook the responsibility of running the team. Mike picked a
box seat, about the best in the house, and had his "boys"
clustered about him. Not long had passed before an usher
approached and asked Mike for his ticket. That didn't bother
Mike even if it was the Governor of Rhode Island whose seat
he had possessed. Mike wanted to see the Governor's ticket.
Things were getting a bit complicated, and weren't straightened out until Mike informed the amiable usher that he was
Coach of the B. C. track team. Well, that put a different
light on the situation, and it was (no one knows by whom)
suggested that it would be best if Mike and His Excellency
shared the box. So was it, then.

Finnegan.

From the class of 1928 the
names of Joe Fitzgerald, Bo McMinimen, Freddie Monciewz and
Jack Kelliher are still fresh in our
memory, while 1929 offers the
names of Paddie Creedon, Kewpie
Kilroy, Al Weston, Warren McGuirk, Hugh McNulty and Vin
Roberts.
The classes of 1930 to 1935, not
to be outdone by its predecessors,
offer Charlie Murphy, John Dixon,
Al Morelli, Duffy Regan, John
Temple, George Colbert, Harry
Downes, Ed Gallagher, Bun Moynahan, Andy Spognardi, Pete Chesnulevitch, Phil Couhig, Joe Kelley,
Bud Roy, John Freitas, Frank
Maloney, Flave Tosi, Bob and Joe
Curran, and Bob Duffey.
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ENTRANCE CHANGES
(Continued from Page 1)

3, and again August 29 and 30. If,
however, the number of successful
candidates in June exhausts the
physical limits of the Freshman
Class, no August examinations will
be held. In the event of August
examinations, they will be final
with no permission for retakes of
failures.
The Registrar urged attention
to the fact that the form applications must be filed not later than
May 15 to receive consideration
for the June, 1938, examinations:
and for admittance in September,
applications must be received before August 20.
Applicants who before August 1,
1938, are notified of acceptance by
the Committee on Admission, are,
within ten days of receipt of notification, required to forward the
sum of $15 to the Boston College
Treasurer. This new fee is to serve
as a guarantee of the candidate's
intention to register for the Freshman Class in September. The sum
will be deducted from the First
Quarter tuition bill. Failure to register forfeits this fee.
Registration days for Freshman
are September 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13
with classes scheduled to open the
14th.
This latest edition of The Boston
College Bulletin, which includes the
above and complete information on

Sophomores To Select
Science Elective
Members of the Sophomore
Class in the Bachelor of Arts
and Education courses will be
requested to make their choices
of their science elective subject
for next year during the coming
week.
Three science subjects are offered the students: Chemistry,
Biology and Physics. The fee
for each course is $15. In previous years, $30 was charged
for the Biology course.

PEACE CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 1)

sion in China, Yokayama said,
"China and Japan are mutually
dependant on each other for their
industrial and political well being,
la order to help both herself and
China, Japan must drive Communism out of China. This is the reason for the present conflict."
A resolution of strict neutrality
regarding the Spanish situation
was passed by the students and it
was agreed that arbitration by neutral nations would do most to bring

FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1938
about a quick, peaceful solution held at Holy Cross College in
of the trouble in China. The con- Worcester.
ference program opened with celebration of the Missa Pro Pace and
included general sessions of disLADIES'and MENS
{~
fL
cussion, round table conferences,
\
}
CLOTHES
and concluded with Benediction of
ton nt\/u
the Most Blessed
Sacrament.
Luncheon, and later afternoon tea
were served.
Among the colleges represented
at the conference were: Albertus
Magnus, Boston College, Bryant,
State,
Connecticut
Dartmouth,
Emmanuel, Holy Cross, Mount
Pembroke,
Radcliffe,
Holyoke,
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National
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entrance requirements, appeared
in a new form different from the
usual grey volume. It is bound in
a cover of the traditional college
colors, Maroon and Gold. Upon the
front is a sketch of Administration
Building's Tower, the focal point
of the College architectural group.
Included in the volume are views
of the College buildings and photographs of various activities offered
in the extra-curricula.
RECTOR INTERVIEWED
(Continued from Page 1)
College up from its humble beginnings on James Street to its present exalted position as a center of
beauty and culture.
Self-Sacrifice Factor At B. C.
Holding self-sacrifice to be the
factor of major importance in the
progress of Boston College during
the past seventy-five years, Father
McGarry paid high tribute to those
who, by courageously enduring various hardships and oppressions,
greatly aided in this expedition's
growth.
Sees Bright Future For B. C.
'That virtue," said Fr. Rector in
retrospect, "has characterized its
faculty, the parents who have sent
boys to be educated at such great
cost and the friends and alumni of
the College who have conferred
benefits on it out of their slender
means."
The Rector looks optimistically
towards the future of Boston College and believes that as the virtue
of generosity has accounted for the
progress of the College in the past,
so too, it augers well for the future
of the College that the same spirit
of self-sacrifice inspires its friends,
its students and its faculty.
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ATTENTION!
Lower classmen interested in
working on the HEIGHTS as reporters or advertising solicitors are
requested to leave their names at
the HEIGHTS' office.

Where collegians all meet
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